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Preliminary Research for a Ski Lodge at Pigeon Mountain. 
Part 1 of an Undergraduate Thesis 
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fillment of the requirements for the Degree of Bachelor 
Architecture* June 8th, 196k• 
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My thesis for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture shall be the 
design of a Ski Lodge for Pigeon Mountain, Alberta* The work 
will be divided in two parts. 

Part One: PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 

This shall include information on existing ski lodges obtained 
either from written sources or through correspondence. The local 
conditions of Pigeon Mountain will be thoroughly explored. A 
compilation and analysis of all data and information collected 
shall be presented in the form of a written report at the end of 
"Winter Quarter 1964# 

Part Two; DESIGN 

The second and final quarter of thesis work shall be spent in 
completing the preliminary design solution for the problem as 
presented in the buildii^ program, based on the research data 
obtained. The final presentation, consisting of drawings and a 
model, shall constitute a complete concept covering all of the 
important aspects of design, and will be presented at the end of 
Spring Quarter 1964# 
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It sounds like ancient history to skiers who are debating the 

values of wood and metal but skiing as a sport started in Banff 

on skis made by a local carpenter# 

The first pair of skis in the park, according to unofficial 

park history, were probably those sent from Montana to George 

Paris before 1900, 

They were made of oak with simple toe-straps. 

In 1913 a special train from Calgary brought the first group 

of winter sports fans to Banff• But they stuck to curling and 

snowshoe tramps* 

Then in 1917 local citizens organized the first Banff Winter 

Carnival from February 5 to 17* Now defunct the carnival was 

the major attraction for years. 

The first one included ski-touring and ski jumping, along with 

a toboggan slide, snowshoe races, hockey for men, women and 
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young boys, speed skating and fancy skating, 

the Cave and Basin, trapshooting, broomball, 

works. And an ice palace was built of block 

intersection of Banff Avenue, 

That was the start of the annual winter migration of cold 

weather sports fans, at the average rate of 2,000 a day, into 

the park. 

The first ski jumping was introduced by Gus Johnson who built 

a jump on Tunnel Mountain for the first carnival# In a couple 

of years Banff boys built two jumps on "Learns1 HillM near the 

cemetery* In 1920 an A class jump was built on the ridge of 

Tunnel Mountain facing the Animal Paddock but increasing auto

mobile traffic required it to be abandoned and Mount Norquay 

became the centre of ski jumping and downhill skiing. 

In 1936 the park built a large jump on the Norquay slope near 

the ski club cabin which had been erected there in 1928* This 

clubhouse burned in December 1937, and it was necessary to use 

swimming races at 

dancing and fire-

ice at the main 
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Marquis1 for the first Dominion ski meet to be held at Banff 

that winter* A second dominion was held in 1940 without 

benefit of lifts or tows. 

Prior to the introduction of downhill skiing techniques 

there had been considerable mountain touring by the young 

people of Banff, and it did not take long for them to pick 

up the new idea when it was brought to the park by the 

Marquis d'Albezzi, who took a party to Mount Assiniboine in 

1927, and by an Austrian boy, Vic Kutschera, who came to Banff 

in 1930# These pioneer skiers in the mountains travelled far 

and wide# In 1930 a group applied for sites to build ski 

cabins in Skoki Valley, and in the Ptarmigan Valley on behalf 

of the Norquay Ski Club; moving spirits in this group were 

Clifford White and Cyril Paris. Skiers from distant parts of 

the continent soon found and flocked to Skoki, which was en

larged in 1936, after it was sold to the Ski Club of Canadian 

Rockies Limited. In 193B ~ 39 this company built Mount Temple 

Chalet at the mouth of the Ptarmigan Valley. 

v.. 
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In the Sunshine area there was private activity each season 

for some years with occasional parties camping in the old 

cabins * 

The original cabin in the area had been built by the CPR in 

1923, when they also obtained a site at Shadow Lake, both for 

summer use* 

J. I# Brewster obtained both of these sites from the CPR in 

1936. The old Alpine Club cabin at Sunshine was destroyed in 

1937 and development of Sunshine Lodge proceeded, as a winter 

and summer resort* Mount Assiniboine Lodge also operated 

regularly in winter during the 1930s for skiers travelling 

from Banff. 
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Pigeon Mountain was first dreamed of by a thirty-two year old 
i 

Consulting Engineer from Calgary, J. E. (Ed) Michaud back in 

I960. Ed, an average weekend skier, having seen the existing 

facilities at that time, felt that a new ski development, 

easily accessible to Calgary, was needed to cope with the ever 

increasing number of family skiers. '/-

On a return trip from a ski weekend in Banff, he spotted Pigeon 

Mountain which looked to him like the ideal location for a 

major ski development. He then approached a friend, John Fiell, 

a Chartered Accountant also from Calgary, and together th^r 

checked out all vital statistics, such as snow fall, wind 

velocity, and the variable weather conditions prevalent in this 

area# They then took in Malcolm MacKenzie, a Calgary business

man, as a third partner. Malcolm made the necessary arrange

ments for the leasing of the 10,000 acre property from the 

Government# 

A fourth partner, Jack Wahl, another Consulting Engineer from 

Calgary, was then broû it in. 



The first sod was turned in the Fall of f6l and heavy equip

ment and saw mills moved into the area to clear 25 acres of 

dense forest land# Then, due to heavy snowfalls, construction 

ceased until the Spring of 1962. 

In the Spring, construction of the 4,200 sq. ft. Fab-A-Log 

lodge, housing the Restaurant, Checkroom and Nursery 

facilities, was started. Also, footings were poured for the 

1,500 ft. Pomalift with a vertical rise of 300 ft., and for 

the 3,600 ft. Pomalift with a vertical rise of 700 feet* At 

the same time, a work shop was erected at the base of the two 

lifts. 

In September 1962, the 720 sq. ft. Ski Shop, another Fab-A-Log 

building, was constructed, at the base of t he mountain. 

Construction of the lifts, Lodge and Ski Shop was completed 

and the area was open for business on December 29, 1962. The 

Ski Area was officially opened by the Honorable A. R. Patrick, 

Minister of Industry and Development, and Minister of Mines 

P a g e  9 . . . . . .  •  
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and Minerals, on January 28, 1963# The first winter's 

operation of the Pigeon Mountain Ski development was not 

too successful, A heavy rainfall on February 2nd washed 

out the area, and Pigeon closed for the season on February 

3rd. 

On February 8th, the clearing of another ski run was 

started, a 4,000 ft. slope, 100 feet wide, with a vertical 

rise of 700 feet. Clearing of the new slope was completed 

on March 31> 1963# 

In April *63, at the General Meeting of the Board of 

Directors, it was decided that snow making equipment would 

be purchased to avoid any recurrence of the first year's 

unfortunate experience. 

In the sui.jner of *63, a garage of log construction was built 

at the base of t he parking lot» 



On September 1st, the four miles of pipe and pipe fittings 

arrived and construction was begun on the snow making equip

ment* A pump house was erected at Pigeon Greek located 1,500 

feet below the parking lot, to house the 100 HP 2-stage 

centrifugal pump necessary to deliver 200 gallons per minute 

required for an operation of this nature. A 1,800 foot under

ground steel 4-inch pipeline was laid running from the pump 

house to the base of the ski area. Two separate mile-long 

4-inch Aluminum pine lines were constructed above ground, one 

for water the other for air, with outlets every 60 feet to en

able the area to make artificial snow wherever necessary on 

the slopes serviced by the two existing lifts, 

A second pump house, to house a 60 HP Booster pump, was erected 

half way up the mountain, to maintain the head pressure re

quired. 

Also in the Fall of f63, parking facilities were expanded to 

accommodate 1,000 cars. 





On November 28, 1963, Pigeon Mountain had an 8-inch snowfall. 

This, coupled with the base of artificial snow, enabled the 

area to open officially on December 1, 1963. 

Since that time, Pigeon has enjoyed record crowds and it is 

quite evident at this time that a new lift is necessary for 

our next season* 
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The popularity of skiing in North America is increasing year 

after year, and the Banff-Lake Louise area is no exception. 

Pigeon Mountain is situated at the edge of this winter sports 

land just seventeen miles toward the Calgary side of Banff* 

Because Pigeon Mountain is just outside the park gates it 

caters to the ever increasing Calgary skier, as well as those 

attracted to the very popular Banff-Lake Louise area. The 

nearness of Pigeon Mountain to Calgary provides the advantage 

of mid-week skiing. Excursions run to Pigeon from Calgary 

every Monday and Wednesday, the latter having been designated 

special "ladies1 day". For the housewife with children, the 

one-day tour is ideal. A weekend day skier can enjoy the 

sport without making a major trip into the park and to Banff. 

With the new Rogers Pass completed on the Trans-Canada high

way between Alberta and British Columbia, we find the British 

Columbia populus, especially the Vaneover holiday skier, 

venturing to this winter wonderland. 
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This Christmas while skiing in the Banff-Lake Louise area 

we were surprised at the numbers of skiers jamming the tow 

lines and lift facilities. Lodging these great numbers of 

holiday skiers has been an increasing problem in the past 

few years. This year bookings were impossible to obtain and 

still as late as Februaru 10th rooms are hard to find during 

the weekends. Already great numbers have booked again for 

next year's Christmas holiday skiing. The Saturday after 

Christmas we were among three thousand skiers lifted up the 

gondola at Whitehorn just outside Lake Louise. Sunday was 

reported even worse with the crowds of people waiting in the 

early morning line, two blocks in length, stretching out to 

the highway* 

The existing lodge facilities are already inadequate to 

handle the big holiday crowds. The parking lots are being 

expanded and with the cutting of new ski trails Pigeon is 

preparing for the increasing crowds of skiers. 
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There are two pomalists at the present time, one T-100 poma, 

3,600 feet in length, with a vertical rise of 600 feet, and 

a capacity of 1200 skiers per hour. The other is a B-20 poma 

1,500 feet in length with a vertical rise of 300 feet and a 

capacity of 900 skiers per hour. By the spring of 1964 

another lift will be installed to meet the demand of the in

creasing crowds. A proposed chair-lift of 6,000 feet will 

take the better than average skier high up the vast slopes 

of Pigeon Mountain giving him the option of a two mile run or 

trails cutting back into the lower slopes* 

There is a complete ski rental shop centrally located far 

equipping skiers with either wood or metal skis. A certified 

school under the expert direction of Mr. Jack Bright offers 

both group and private lessons. A nursery for small children 

provides the chance for the parents to ski while their little 

ones are having fun in a well equipped playroom under competent 

care. 
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The Pigeon Mountain Development would like to build a sizable 

lodge as part of their expansion program# The lodge would be 

designed so further expansion could be added in future years# 

This would further enhance their position among the ski areas 

in the Banff-Lake Louise region which is almost entirely with

out adjacent ski lodge - ski run facilities# Sunshine is the 

only site that provides this important combination. We feel 

now that the average wage earner is in a position to take ad

vantage of these organized ski excursions and tours# With the 

travel agencies providing lew cost ski trips from all parts 

of the country a ski lodge operation must provide not only 

comfortable accommodation but a social program to take care of 

the evening hours with varied types of entertainment# At pre

sent the skier must stay in a hotel or motel and commute to 

the ski areas# There is the inconvenience of having to drive 

your car, take the ski bus, or rely on someone elses transpor

tation# I feel that a social atmosphere and better organized 

after ski activities should be provided in a lodge at the ski 

slopes# A fully equipped ski lodge with the qualified per

sonnel would be part of this expansion program. 
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The Pigeon Mountain ski area is located five miles outside 

the boundaries of Banff National Park on the side of the 

7,350 foot Mount Pigeon* A higher wall of rugged mountains 

protect the southeast side of the ski area fraa the constant 

southerly winds. The very Impressive Three Sisters mountains 

provide a beautiful view to the southeast. The entire area is 

very rugged and on the 1*2 mile access road there is a large 

stone quarry, Luntoering is common to the area and has helped 

in the clearing of the ski trails and slopes. A relatively 

short distance from Pigeon on the far side of the Bow Valley 

is a lime and cement plant# On the Trans-Canada highway to

ward Banff, just inside the park gates, is the small town of 

Canmore, once very active in coal mining. Hidden high up and 

behind the Three Sisters Mountain is the Spray Lake hydro 

electric project which sustains Canmore now that the mining 

industry has slowed down. A large ranger station is located 

at Canmore. 
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The Dominion Experimental Station at Kananaskis and the weather 

instruments at the ranger station have recorded a yearly sncw 

fall of 90 inches. The general manager of Pigeon Mountain 

wonders where the snow is because in the past three years one 

has almost been able to count the snow flakes. The snow mak

ing machinery at Pigeon Mountain has made the difference this 

year in enabling the ski area to remain open. 

j 
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The Pigeon Mountain ski area is located five miles outside the 

boundaries of the Banff National Park on the sloping of Pigeon 

Mountain* Mount Locheed, arid Windy Mountain wall off the south

east side of the area with the Three Sisters Mountain providing 

the very beautiful view to the southwest* The area is very 

rugged and a large stone quarry lies to the side of the 1 .2 

mile two lane access road. Lumbering is common in the area and 

has helped in the clearing of the ski trails and slopes. The 

other immediate economical feature of the area, and that being 

the primary feature, is the great tourist industry for which 

the Banff-Lake Louise area has become so famous# A short dis

tance from Pigeon Mountain on the far side of the Bow Valley 

are the lime and cement plants which command a small population 

that use the ski facilities quite extensively. Canmore lies on 

the Trans-Canada Highway towards Banff, just inside the park 

gates, and was once very active in coal mining. Hidden high up 

and behind the Three Sister Mountain is the Spray Lake Hydro 

Electric Project which was completed some seven or eight years 

ago. Canmore is depending more on this latter project than the 

subsiding coal mining industry. A large Ranger Station is loc

ated at Canmore, and with its weather instruments along with 

the data compiled by the Dominion Experimental Station in 





Kananaskis, an average of 90 inches of snow per winter season 

is supposed "to be reported* The General Manager of Pigeon 

Mountain wonders where the snow is because in the past three 

years one has almost been able to count the snow flakes® The 

snow making machines have made the difference this year in 

enabling the ski area to remain open® This year has been an-

other dry one as far as winter snow is concerned- and had not 

Pigeon Mountain installed the Larchmont snow making machinery 

they would have had to close for all but two weekends# Hhile 

the rest of the country looks like early Spring just after a 

chinook Pigeon can enjoy a comfortable snow fall at the turn 

of a switch. I will thoroughly explain the snow making proc

ess under the snow making section® 

Pigeon Mountain has been in operation since 1961 and has man

aged through a couple of very snowless winters. The present 

lodge which contains 4,200 square feet, houses the puolic 

skier1s area, a nurseryf kitchen, checking facilities, wash

room, and the ticket office. The lodge is of Fab-a»log con

struction and harmonizes with the building that houses the 

ski rentals and pro-shop® There are two pomalifts to serve 

the skiers at Pigeon Mountain and next year will see the ad-





dition of a third lift and ski run to help take the crowd off 

the present lower ski areas. In the plans for expansion of 

Pigeon Mountain is the building of a new ski lodge that would 

provide ski slope-ski lodge accommodations and the introduction 

of a ski lodge evening entertainment program which we have men

tioned is new to the BanffLouise area* 
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The site lies at the far south portion of the ski area with 

the main axis of the building running north and south. The 

main views from the lodge will be west down the broad Bow 

Valley which cradles the Trans-Canada highway to Banff, and 

east looking up at the ski slopes which spread out across the 

entire front of the lodge site. The views from the balconies 

on the north and south ends of the building will also be quite 

spectacular, as Windy Mountain guards the upper valley directly 

south of the lodge. The north view looks back down the en

trance road into the Bow Valley once again. Great snow droop

ing coniferous trees of fir and Jack Pine enhance the winter 

setting. There are a few birch and poplar trees at the turn 

off from the Trans-Canada highway and along the banks of the 

Pigeon River, but these deciduous trees are left behind as one 

climbs 300 feet to the site. Windy Mountain stands sentinel 

to this Pigeon Mountain ski area and as one drives up to the 

site its dominating ruggedness inspires the outdoor skier. I 

would like to blend the proposed ski lodge with this mountain 

having them both in clear view as one drives up to the ski area. 
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The Canadian National Building Code would class such a building 

in group WC% If the area of the building exceeds 6,000 square 

feet in plan and is three stories in height wood construction 

could not be used. If the total complex was to be made of small

er buildings grouped together with no one building exceeding ex

ceeding 10,000 square feet or more than one story in hei^it, 

then wood construction could be used, The Banff zoning regula

tions call for a certain amount of Mount Rundle stone on the 

frontage of all buildings and even thougjh we are outside the 

park limits, I would like to use this stone at Pigeon Mountain* 

The ground is almost solid rock covered with a very thin layer 

of earth. A complete basement would be costly and unnecessary 

as short footings and bearing walls would secure the building 

to the foundation. I would like a smooth transition as the 

building grows out of its surroundings» 

Strangely, the wind is almost non-existant at the site, but down 

on the highway and further up the mountain there is almost a 

continuous westerly wind* A small mountain lake lies just east 



and south of the highway and has been appropriately named Gap 

Lake. The wind seems to blow down from Windy Mountain along 

the Pigeon River to the highway coming out of the gap at the 

lake* 

The traffic pattern is relatively simple and is already set up 

at the site. As one drives into the ski area from the last 

turn of the double lane entrance road, he approaches the park-

ing lot of the proposed lodge. The entire lot extends across 
* 

the front of the ski area. The car entrance drive will 

channel the overnight guests to the right, which will serve 

the lodge being near the lobby and registration desk. This 

will keep the day skiers out of the hotel area. A service road 

will connect the kitchen with the main entrance road a short 

way down from the point of the parking lots. Provisions for 

the lodge will be serviced from either Banff, Canmore, or Cal

gary, depending upon commodity. Meat might be purchased out 

of Canmore while most of the food and liquor supply will come 

by truck from Calgary. 
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The Snow Machines have made the difference at Pigeon Mountain, 

"Pigeon Mountain has the largest snow making system in Canada* 

The system is comprised of 12 Stratojet Snow Guns capable and 

guaranteed to produce 8,400 cubic feet of snow per hour, which 

is equivalent to a 2-inch natural snowfall over the entire ski 

area. Next year we plan to expand our snow making equipment 

to make snow on the new trail." 1 

"And it snowed. For 100 hours snow fell on Telemark. Man-made 

snow. The rest of northern Wisconsin was the color of dry, 

brown grass and crimson autumn leaves. But Mt. Telemark was 

as white as Santa1 s beard. 

All winter long, whenever nature failed to provide the required 

snowfall, Tony Wise threw a big switch, the machinery started 

to throb and whine, and the white stuff drifted down. 

For the thousands of skiers who live within station-wagon dis« 

tance of M. Telemark, Joe Tropeanofs snow machines on Tony 
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Wise's hill mean two recreationally essential things: 

1• There will be snow a month earlier and a month later every 

winter* 

2. There will be snow — skiing snow — every day and every 

weekend, so when you plan a junket, you can be sure you'll 

be able to ski. 

The snow machines bring the same glee all across the continent 

to three million more (skiing is the fastest-growing outdoor 

sport in the world) because they "make snow" at roughly 60 ski 

areas* As far north as Mt. Gabriel in Quebec, as far south as 

Mexico City, as far west as Lake Arrowhead, California, and at 

such sidelight areas as the U. S. Military Academy at West 

Point, people are slaloming on man-made snow* 

And they call it better than the regular stuff! Why? Because 
V 

an operator who knows his Snow Gun can turn out just the kind 

of snow that is best for the situation. 
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At Mt# Ascutney in lower Vermont, a winter ago, alternate freez

ing and thawing, along with some rain, had turned practically 

every slope into a steeply angled hockey rink. You couldn't 

control your skis# Skiers who tried were getting hurt. Many 

areas closed down completely# Those with snow machines did as 

Ascutney did# 

Starting at the bottom (it was too slippery to start anywhere 

else), workmen spewed a wet snow on the glare ice to form a 

sort of honeycomb bond on the surface* Gradually they dried 

out the snow — easy with snow machine — until they ended up 

with the liveliest sort of McornM snow. It stayed put# It 

didn't blow off# Walking on this firm footing, the crews 

worked up the hills. Slope by slope, Mt# Ascutney was re

stored to Alpine perfection. 

The principle of snow making was discovered by accident# Joe 

Tropeanors brother, Phil, was experimenting one day with cloud-

forming equipment to protect citrus fruit from freezing 

(agriculture and irrigation are Larchmont Engineeringf s main 



business). Called to the phone, he left the nozzle running out 

in the factory yard. When he went back to the spray machine he 

found a nice fall of snow on the ground. 

"Hey, come lookIw he called to Joe. 

One look at the pile of snow on the ground told Joe (An enthus

iastic skier) that there lay the solution to nature1s indifference 

to manfs delight in sliding downhill. 

Working together, the brothers (they*re both hydraulic engineers 

from the University of Massachusetts) licked early problems. 

First, the snow was too much like hail* It shot out like pellets 

from a shotgun at full choke, and didn't spread out to cover 

enough ground. Moreover, it wouldn't pack into the sort of snow 

a skier will travel hundreds of miles to find* 

The key to the matter was air. You couldn't merely spray the 

water, no matter how much pressure you put back of it. You had 

to blow it out. 



When Joe and Phil finally finished vdth experimentation, they 

had "invented" the atomizer — much like the squeeze bulb per

fume sprayer that has adorned women's dressing tables since 

the 1800s. It was hardly a patentable idea, however, although 

their company does hold a "methods patent" for the trick of 

combining water and air under pressure in freezing temperatures 

to produce snow# 

Early models of the snow machine confessed to their agricul

tural-equipment ancestry by looking like lawn sprinklers* 

As the device was smoothed out a little, the Tropeanos decided 

that rifling inside a delivery tube would set up a spiraling 

action and carry the atomized and frozen water farther# At 

the same time they began to call it the "Snow Gun"* 

"When we asked one of the men in the foundry to design a mold 

for casting it in aluminum," Joe explains, "he got carried 

away a little." The results looks like a machine gun. All 

that is really required is a tube with a restricted nozzle at 

one end, a hose connection for the air at the other end, and 





a tee to which the water hose can be connected. You could put 

it together at a plumbing shop. In addition to the rifling, 

angled ports smooth out the flow of air and water just as well-

designed headers ease the flow of exhaust from an efficient 

engine. 

What you see when you1re skiing is a tripod-based gadget that 

looks like a machine gun abandoned by paratroopers. What you 

donrt see is all the machinery and all the engineering. 

The setup starts at wells, a lake, or a reservoir with 125-hp* 

pumps that can lift 10 gallons of water a minute — for each 

gun — as hi$i as the hi^iest slope that is to be "snowed". 

When the lift is high, there are relay pumps, each with its 

own electric or diesel engine. This supply of water is carried 

up through aluminum pipes (just like those used in irrigation)* 

The air compressors•— which may run $15,000 each and number 

five or more — are usually rented. They must deliver air to 

the guns at a rate of 100 to 125 cubic feet a minute and at 
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a pressure of about 100 pounds per square inch. The delivery-

pipes are the same as for water, and normally are laid side 

by side* 

Every 40 to 50 feet there are outlets for high-pressure 

rubber hoses long enough to reach across the slope — usually 

100 to 200 feet. 

The whole thing must be laid out so that, ideally, it drains 

to the bottom when it is not in use — or so that any low spots 

in the lines can be drained individually and very quickly once 

the flow of water has been shut off* 

The number of guns depends on the size of the hill, the speed 

with which you want to snow it, the specific need (regular use 

or merely grooming of the slopes), and the night temperature 

you can count on, because the colder it is, the more snow you 

can make per minute* On small slopes, a setup at the bottom 

snows half the hill. Then the crews take the guns up to the 

second station to snow the other half. With temperatures in 
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the twenties, two or three moves are possible, with four to six 

inches at each group, 

Tony Wise, blowing snow through 24 guns in a system that uses 

seven miles of aluminum pipe, serves weekend crowds of 2,000 

with the biggest system in the world. One slope is 2,600 feet 

long* When running at full hum, his system has about $250,000 

worth of owned and rented equipment going on 1,200 to 1,500 

feet of ski run* As fast as the snow is laid, special snow 

tractors drag impacting rollers over it, 

Overnight Tony can put down three inches of packed powder* 

nTo most ski fans," he says, "three inches of packed powder 

are the five most beautiful words ir* the world.w 

In contrast to the full treatment, as Mt* Telemark gets it, 

there are private ski clubs that keep their won small practice 

slopes in enough snow with just one gun. And scores of small 

ski areas provide better going than their fancier neighbors, 

using minimum equipment * 



By adjusting the flow of water in relation to air you can pro

duce wet or dry snow as Ascutney did on its glare-ice slopes* 

Or you can engineer the mixture to get the best snow at any 

given temperature. 

Consider The Homestead at Hot Springs, Va. In the winter it 

is too cold for comfort — but not cold enough for anything 

else. A few years ago it was a good winter weekend if 30 rooms 

were occupied. Then Dan Ingalls, the Homestead's ski-fan 

president, got to thinking how often it froze at night. 

Today they advertise MGo South to Skiw and you can hardly tell 

Virginia from Vermont on the slopes. Snow machines, set to 

throw a fine mist on nights that aren't much below freezing, 

deliver a delightful fine-corn snowfall — four inches before 

morning. And the cry of "Track, yof all!" is heard in Dixie — 

and not only in Virginia but in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, (opening 

this winter), and Blowing Rock and Cataloochie, North Carolina* 
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How good is man-made snow? Experts say it4s better than the 

stuff nature makes. It is three times as dense, so it resists 

the lateral pressure of the ski edges better in turns. Be

cause of its fine texture, it packs into a firm base, while the 

surface stays loose* The globules are hard-frozen corn snow, 

not flakes, making the snow fast and resistant to thawing — 

and going wet — in warmish weather, which means it stays fast* 

Because of man-made snow's resistance to warm spells, skiing 

becomes more dependable up north, too. Around Detroit, Phila

delphia, Chicago, and New York, where winter is winter, there 

are long periods of too-warm weather. With snow machines, the 

New Yorker or nearby suburbanite can take his pick of several 

slopes with a two or three hours' ride on the turnpikes — and 

be sure he'll find excellent skiing. This is of great impor

tance to the weekender who has neither the money nor the in

clination to pack off to Sun Valley or Kitzbuhel, but who 

wants to be sure — at the end of a difficult drive over icy 

11 o 
roads — he'll find snow on the mountain# -



REFERENCES CONSULTED: 

1• Bright, JackPersonal letter to author, dated Janruary 

23. 196fc. 

2. Hand, Jack , .'ISnpw at the Turn o£ a, JSw&tck'1, popular Scienpe, 

March 19,6a 

The preceding information on snow making machines was 

taken from an article sent to the author by Mr# Jack 

Bright, General Manager of Pigeon Mountain. 
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The main function of the building will be the overnight lodg

ing of skiers at the ski site. Accompanying this, of course, 

is the preparation of food, Provisions vdll be made for the 

comfort of the guest in the way of small lounges, game areas, 

bar and dining facilities, and a nightly after ski program, 

Ferraces overlooking the ski slopes and Bow Valley will also 

be provided for the guest who participates from the lodge. 

It is our aim to give the many varied skiers who might be 

attracted to Pigeon, the new experience of comfortable slope-

side lodgings with a type of after-ski program that will be 

new to the entire area. The lodge will be the meeting place 

for a week-end of skiing and after-ski social activities# 

The complex of the lodge will be divided into the following 

areas: sleeping rooms and dormitories, bar and dining facil

ities, lounge and game areas which will also serve as the 

convention centre in the summer, lobby and manager's apart

ment, and a rusgallery for the evening social program. There 

will be a small card and souvenir shop off the lobby. 
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A pro shop, ski storage area, and ski school lecture room will 

serve the partrons of the lodge# A separate nursery will be 

provided for the lodgers children. The convention rooms and 

banquet hall will double as a special guest dining and lounge 

area just off the main lobby for exclusive use of the over-

ni^it skiers. With this area privacy is achieved along with 

a better chance of the guests getting to know one another 

which is essential for the after ski social program* A short 

order area will be provided in the main lounge or banquet area 

to handle the later or very early skiers. The storage of 

perishable and non-perishable goods will need special atten- : 

tion because of the large amount of space needed. Many de

signers overlook this item and find their kitchens cannot 

handle the crowds that flood their dining rooms» 

The lobby will serve as an entrance to the registration desk 

and be used by overnight guests entering the lodge through the 

main doors. A manager's office will be just adjacent to this# 

Public telephones will be located in the lobby. Crossing 

from the lobby one will enter the card and souvenir shop, 
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ski and pro shop, hallway to the ski lecture room or nursery, 

or dance area and conference rooms. The rusgallery will be 

towards the back of the lodge on the ground floor. Ascending 

the free standing stairs from the lobty one enters the bar to 

the left located above the entrance canopy and the dining room 

to the right* One will be able to look across the opening of 

the lobby from the dining room to the bar* An outside entrance 

will be made available for the day skiers to enter the bar. 
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The program for the ski lodge is in a very flexible state 

and areas will be assigned their final size and shape when 

the actual design is undertaken. The basic shape of the 

A-frame will cause certain area problems and this in turn 

will cause changes in the final design of the lodge complex* 

With this in mind the following program should be considered 

a recommendation only, additions and changes should and will 

be made when the final design is worked out. 

At present there will be four buildings in the complex, 

units A to D* The main lodge, Unit A, will provide eating, 

entertainment and registration with the convention centre 

doubling as recreation areas for the ski season. Separate, 

but connected, sleeping quarters will lead off from the main 

lodge and will be comprised of three buildings, employees 

quarters, Unit B, family and double units, Unit C, and single 

and dormitory quarters, Unit D« 



r 
LODGE: The primary purpose of the lodge mil be to provide food, 

comfort and entertainment for overnight guests. The 

building spaces have been programmed for Unit A are list

ed as follows: 

LOBBY: (Public) 

GENERAL - - The registration and check out of 

guests. An area of relaxation, reading or watch

ing television* 

EQUIPMENT - - Six to ei$it lounge chairs, three 

sofas with small tables dispersed evenly# Good 

entrance. Proper lighting for T.V. viewing with 

some acoustical consideration* 

SPECIFIC - - Off the main entrance and close to 

the souvenir and magazine shop* 

PROVISIONS - - for night clerk, room keys, and 

mail. Telephone booths, at least two, 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - Fifteen to twenty and a 

maximum of three employees. 

AREA - - Approximately 800 square feet. 

r lighting for reading as well as for the lobby 
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MANAGER'S OFFICE: (Private) Unit A 

GENERAL To keep records of financial matters 

for the lodge, and other administrative matters 

of the Pigeon Mountain complex. 

EQUIPMENT - - Office desk, adding machine, small 

office safe, typewriter, secretarial desk and 

filing cabinets, good lighting and ventilation# 

SPECIFIC - - Adjacent to main desk in lobby. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS Room for four people, two 

employees. 

AREA - - Approximately 250 square feet# i 
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AREA: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To provide food service for guests, 

three meals per day. An area will also be pro

vided for short orders and be opened for off 

hour periods, such as earlier than breakfast, 

later than supper, and before bedtime. 

EQUIPMENT - - About twenty five 3'0M by 8*0" 

tables, and approximately 2£0 chairs. A large 

fireplace, good lighting, and acoustical con

sideration. 

SPECIFIC - - The serving will be cafeteria style 

except for special banquets in the summer. A 

panoramic view of the area should be provided 

and outdoor dining will be considered. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - Approximately 200 guests 

maximum. 

AREA - - Approximately 6,000 square feet 



FOOD PREPARATION: (Private) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To prepare food for guests, employees, 

and short order counter# 

EQUIPMENT - - The necessaiy items for an up-to-

date kitchen such as: ranges, fryers, broilers, 

roasters, steamers, cookfs tables, sinks, steam 

tables, meat cutters, refrigeration, dry storage, 

and etc. 

SPECIFIC - - Adjacent to dining area and short 

order counter. An adequate storage area will be 

provided for perishable and non-perishable goods. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - Seven to ten employees* 

AREA - - Approximately 2,000 square feet. 



COCKTAIL LOUNGE & SMALL BAR: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To provide enjoyment for those per

sons who indulge in alchoholic beverages, 

EQUIPMENT - - About ten tables seating two or 

four persons, thirty chairs and ten bar stools. 

Atmospheric lighting with special acoustic con

siderations will be provided. Refrigeration, 

glass washers, sinks, disposals, bottle racks, 

beer dispensers will be behind the bar area. A 

cozy fireplace may be provided. 

SPECIFIC - - Adjacent to and within view of din

ing area. The lounge will look onto the ski 

slopes ana is presently planned to be above the 

entrance. An outside entrance will be provided 

for day skiers. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS Approximately forty people 

with two or three employees. 

AREA Approximately 800 square feet. 
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RUSGALLERY: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL —— The rusgallery is a ski term for gen

eral entertainment area and will be used for the 

adult evening social program. 

EQUIPMENT - - The room will contain a checkroom 

for coats, extra sweaters, and hats, a sunken 

dance floor area with tables spaced around the 

elevated edge, A bar will serve the tables only* 

There will be a lodge fireplace with sunken pit 

for relaxing or group singing before the fire. 

SPECIFIC - - Storage for party and entertainment 

equipment will be provided, 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - About 100 to 150 maximum, 

AREA Approximately 2,000 square feet. 
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TEEN BAR & DANCE FLOOR: (Public) Unit A 
(Will be used as Banquet Room in summer,) 

GENERAL - - A dance area and soda bar will be 

provided for the teenage social programs and 

will serve the approximate function as the adult 

rusgallery. 

EQUIPMENT - - A complete soda bar with stools 

will serve ice cream and soda drinks, A band

stand will serve a dance floor and tables will 

be situated around this area. A fireplace will 

f" provide a pit area for sin songs and relaxation, 

SPECIFIC This area will be adjacent to the 

recreation area at the opposite end of the lodge 

from the rusgallery but easily accessible to the 

lobby. Storage areas will be provided for extra 

chairs and a coat room, 

NUMBER OF PERSONS About 50 people maximum. 

AREA - - Approximately 1,000 square feet# 
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RECREATION AREA: (Public) Unit A 
(Will be used as conference rooms in summer.) 

GENERAL To provide entertainment for guests 

during inclement weather and during evenings, 

EQUIPMENT - - Two pool tables, two ping pong 

tables, area for three or four card tables, and 

equipment for shuffleboard. A durable floor will 

be provided with special acoustical consideration* 

SPECIFIC This area will be easily accessible 

from lobby and teen bar and dance floor bub away 

from other public spaces* Storage for card tables y 

chairs, pool balls, and ping pong equipment will 

be provided* 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - About 30 people. 

AREA Approximately 1,000 square feet* 
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PRO SHOP & REPAIR SHOP: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL The pro shop will display and sell 

skiing wear and equipment, skis, boots, etc. The 

repair shop will adjust rental and owner's equip

ment and make any repairs needed while skier is 

in the Pigeon Mountain Area. 

EQUIPMENT - ~ Special racks for display of skis 

and clothing, and smaller item showcases will be 

provided. Repair equipment for all types of ski, 

poles and boot needs. 

SPECIFIC Will be situated in front of main 

lodge easily accessible to locker rooms and ski 

hill. A ticket sales area will be provided. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - 25 to 30 people, 2 or 3 

employees« 

AREA - - Approximately 700 square feet. 
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SKI SCHOOL LECTURE ROOM: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL This area will serve as lecture room 

for ski school instruction and be used by ski 

patrol for work rundowns. In the summer the room 

will double as a lecture room, 

EQUIPMENT - - Movable chairs with writing table 

arms will face blackboard* Storage area will be 

provided for chalk, paper, maps, etc. Good class

room lighting, and acoustic treatment will be used. 

SPECIFIC - - This area will be off the main lobby 

and adjacent to other conference areas of the 

lodge, 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - 25 to 30 people, 1 or 2 

employees. 

AREA Approximately 1,000 square feet. 
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LOCKER ROCMS & SKI STORAGE, MEN AND WOMEN: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL - - An area for the storage of skis and ski 

equipment, 

EQUIPMENT This area will house lockers for the 

guests to safely store their skis and skiing equip

ment, Cork floors will be provided with snow 

scrape screens at the entrances, 

SPECIFIC This area will be located in front of 

the lodge in the same building as the ski repair 

and pro shop. Bathroom facilities will be provided 

for ski slope convenience. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS 60 to 80 for men and women. 

AREA - - each area approximately 1,000 square feet. 
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NURSERY: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To provide a safe and enjoyable place 

for smaller children who are unable to ski,, 

EQUIPMENT Suitable toys and games for the 

children so they will enjoy the days playing* 

SPECIFIC - - This area will be located off the 

main lobby in the conference room area and will 

double as a smaller conference room in the summer. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - Approximately 15 children 

and 1 or 2 staff members, 

AREA Approximately 500 square feet. 



REST ROOMS, MEN & WOMEN: (Public & Private ) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To provide facilities for toilet needs. 

EQUIPMENT - - 3 lavatories, 3 urinals, 3 water 

closets in iaenrs, and 4 water closets in women's. 

Towel and soap dispensers. Good ventilation with 

good, durable wall and floor materials, such as 

ceramic tiles. 

SPECIFIC - - Adjacent to public spaces as neces

sary# If rest rooms are on different levels 

(lodge), place one above the other for economy of 

piping» 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - 10 to 12. 

AREA - - Approximately 200 square feet per roonw 



SMALL LAUNDRY: (Private) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To clean laundry used by dining room, 

bar, kitchen and guest chalets. 

EQUIPMENT A 20 minute cycle washer, and com

mercial dryer, an ironer, and shelves for linen 

storage* A table for folding sheets, towels, etc. 

Good ventilation and lighting necessary. 

SPECIFIC Located to provide easy access to 

guest chalets for employees. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - 2 or 3 employees. 

AREA - - Approximately 250 square feet* 
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FIRST AID ROOM: (Public) Unit A 

GENERAL - - To administer first aid to injured 

skiers or anyone using the facilities in the sur

rounding area* 

EQUIPMENT - - Stretchers, large first aid kit, 

bed or table for injured person to lie on. All 

other necessary equipment for broken bones and 

bad sprains. Good lighting and ventilation is 

necessaiy. 

SPECIFIC - - Easily accessable from ski hill and 

main lobby# Transfer of injured person to car 

or ambulance must be adequately provided, 

NUMBER OF PERSONS Maintained by ski patrol, 

AREA - - Approximately 200 square feet# 
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EMPLOYEE'S HOUSING: Unit B 

GENERAL -— A separate but connected building to 

house both the men and women employees. 

EQUIPMENT - - Bunk beds and locker areas for every 

two people. Table tennis and card playing facil

ities in the game and lounge areas. 

SPECIFIC Two dormitory type areas will provide 

bunk and storage space for the employees. Two 

gang washrooms will serve the bunk rooms and a 

small game and lounge area will provide a space 

for the employee to retire to after working hours. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - About 30 to 36 employees. 

AREA - - About 2,300 square feet# 
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ROOMSi (Private) Unit C 

FAMILY ROOMS AND DOUBLE ROOMS 

GENERAL - - Unit C will be a separate building 

and will sleep family and double groups* 

EQUIPMENT Regular furnishings for sleeping 

rooms, beds, dresser, closets, and bathroom 

facilities off each room, 

SPECIFIC This area will be connected by a 

covered walk to the main lodge area* An out

side entrance will serve the main ski area* 

NUMBER OF PERSONS Approximately 100 people,* 

AREA - - Approximately 6,500 square feet. 
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ROOMS: (Private) Unit D 

SINGLE ROOMS AND DORMITORY UNITS 

GENERAL - - Unit D will be a separate building 

and will have single and dormitory units. 

EQUIPMENT - - Regular furnishings for sleeping 

rooms, beds, dressers, closets, and bathroom 

facilities. 

SPECIFIC - - This area will be connected to the 

main lodge area by a covered walk. An outside 

entrance will serve the main ski area. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS - - Approximately 100 people, 

AREA - - Approximately 6,500 square feet. 



MISCELLANEOUS AREAS AND ITEMS: 

GENERAL There will b e linen and janitor closets 

situated throughout the building. There will be 

separate heating areas of the buildings so if one 

portion of the complex is not being used to heat can 

be turned down. Also the sun side of the building 

will have a separate control system because of the 

large windows conducting irregular amounts of heat to 

these rooms next to the windows. Also the halls, 

balconies, ramps, public toilets, storage areas, and 

other spaces, will be adequately designed for circula

tion, convenience, safety, and maintainance* 

ENTRIES - - The main entries from the ski slopes and 

patron drive-in, will be designed with buffer zones to 

protect against the weather, 

MATERIALS We will limit the materials used to those 

that are indiginous to the surrounding country. Mount 

Rundle stone will used in conjunction with naturally 

finished open beams. 
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TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE: 

Unit A Main Lodge. • «*.**»•••* 2 /j.,,500 sq« ft« 

Unit B Employee Housing. .*«•«».. *2,300 sq* ft* 

Unit C Family & Double Rooms • « * » . • *6,500 sq* ft* 

Unit D Single & Dormitoiy Rooms. . * . . .6,500 sq» ft« 

39,800 sq. ft. 

COST ESTIMATE: 

ROUGH ESTIMATE OF TOTAL COST 

40,000 sq, ft. x $20 « $800,000 
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Skiing is a sport for the hardy out-of-door type of person en

joyed during the coldest months of the year. In this part of 

the country, the Banff-Lake Louise area, the season starts in 

November and lasts until April. It is during these months the 

lodge would operate at its peak. The summer months would see 

the lodge as a convention and resort centre catering to the 

trail rider, fisherman and hiker. Again as in the winter, the 

summer lodger will be the adventurous out-of-door type and in 

keeping with this character the lodge will be designed to 

capture this atmosphere. A rugged alpine structure built of 

the indigenous materials: open beams, rustic walls of stained 

wood and rough mountain stone, will give the adventurer a place 

to escape the city and routine urban life. The lodge will be 

the skiers home and retreat during and after a day on the 

slopes, he will come back to his room looking for warmth, 

friendship and an evening of entertainment unobtainable out 

of this area. An important aspect to be considered is the 

motivating force which impels the skier to want to go to the 

mountains. 
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"Add to the feeling of being alone and very im
portant in the winter landscape the savor of hot 
Gltthwein after the last run, an excellent dinner 
with a lovely friend, dancing at the local cellar, 
and all the rest of it, and it is easy to see why 
a man's best friend can be his skis.'̂  

There are over 3,000,000 Americans and Canadians heading to 

the ski slopes every winter and skiing has become known as 

America's fastest growing sport, I think as a designer I 

should give the skier, fisherman, or hiker as much of the 

rough nature as he can absorb while out in the vast mountain 

country. There should be a definite transition between the 

wide open out-of-doors and the secure cosy interior of the 

lodge. This can be achieved through the design of the build

ing, the use of the materials, and the color and decore of the 

different areas throughout the lodge. As we have mentioned 

before in the report a close blending of the design with the ' 

towering mountains will be attempted. The almost A-frame 

basic structure will be characteristic of the sharply ris

ing walls of Windy Mountain. 

^Hugh M* Hefner«„ Playboy , H.M.H. Publishing Co., Chicago, 
Illinois, Vol. 10 November 1963, P»93» 
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Penetrating mountain stone walls leading one from the outside 

into the very heart of the lodge will make one aware of the 

transition of wilderness to a sort of mountain retreat• Warm 

stained wood with natural finished open beams centered by a 

high open lobby will give the lodger a feeling of loftiness 

and spaciousness that should be expected from the designer 

because of the vast area he has to work with. The building 

should be wide open, yet it should offer the skier a snug warm 

escape from the elements* Each room and area of the building 

should express its particular function by the use of furnish

ings and gayly contrasted color. The rusgallery will have a 

smooth stone floor with an open pit fireplace and rustic bar 

for the enjoyable evening social programs. Rough timber beams 

with brightly colored chairs and tables will put the skier in 

a gay and carefree mood after a hard day of skiing. Summing 

it up, the lodge should express itself as an alpine retreat in 

its natural setting performing those functions peculiar to a 

mountain lodge. A perfect transition should be evident with 

regard to the building and the great surrounding mountain ex

panse. 







"Physically, design starts with site selection and development* 

Each site has inherent values to exploit and drawbacks to be 

encountered; in the city, convenience to things the city has to 

offer; on the highway scenic values, convenience regarding 

traffic and proximity to major attractions. Some of the items 

to be checked are: (1) Recognition or advertising value, (2) 

Quality and nature of surroundings, (3) Ease of access by car, 

(4) Soil conditions for construction, and (®>) Possibilities 

for expansion, "1 Quickly running through the points mentioned 

above, the proposed lodge for Pigeon Mountain might follow 

like this: 

1• Recognition *is already established because of the 
present facilities. 

#will be increased with added runs and 
lifts. 

*will be increased with addition of pro
posed lodge, with .its new entertaining 
program and slope side living convenience. 
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Surroundings *The present facilities are Fab-A-Log con
struction keeping with the mountain log 
construction* 

*The proposed lodge will be more alpine 
in its design satisfying the mountain 
aesthetic aspect of the skiers and out
door smen. 

•^Materials from the area will be used in 
the construction of the lodge. 

Ease of Access *The site is just fifty three miles from 
Calgary on the Trans-Canada higiway. 

*The site is in a proven ski area* 

*The site can be seen from the highway and 
encourages curious travelers. 

*A good access road, 1.2 miles in length, 
leads to the parking lot* 

Soil Conditions *A good solid rock foundation will carry 
the proposed lodge. 

"^Clearing is easily afforded because of the 
lumber companies in the area. 

^Footings will be used instead of a base
ment being dug. 



5« Expansion *The present program calls for a lodge in 
its future expansion* 

*The proposed lodge will be designed so it 
can be expanded in future years. 

^Capacity crowds are making it worth while 
to expand in the very near future# 

*Trail and lift expansion will cause a 
greater need for lodge expansion. 

These points which have been listed above may be elaborated on 

in the following areas of economic considerations. 

The three basic things the skier and tourist will demand from 

the operation of the lodge will bet (1) food, (2) lodging, and 

(3) entertainment. As has been mentioned in previous reports, 

an average profit breakdown for hotels and resort operations 

runs as follows: on rooms, 70 per cent of income, on liquor 

50 per cent — this will differ considerably in Canada until 

the liquor laws are changed, commercial rentals, 15 per cent, 

on food there is no profit .3 In the design of the lodge for 

Pigeon Mountain liquor will not be considered a profit making 

commodity but will be used as an enticement to bring the skiers 

for the entertainment and overnight lodgings. In future plans, 

the dining area would plan to operate at a profit and if the 



liquor laws were changed for the *72 Olympics, this area would 

operate in conjunction with the dining area. 

A well-known hotel designer, William B, Tabler, has derived 

some rules of thumb for profitable hotel design* "First, 

room construction cost (the finished, unfinished shell) should 

not exceed $1,000 per $1.00 average room rate. Second, the 

cost of the land should not exceed 10 per cent of the cost of 

the building* Third, the number of necessary employees should 

not exceed the number of rentable units. Fourth, bedroom 

areas should be at least slightly larger than public and ser

vice areas; and the more the better.11 These rules of thumb 

are predicted on a 65 per cent occupancy break even point.^ 

When speaking of per-room cost, as mentioned above, it is nor

mally arrived at by taking the cost of the whole building, 

including furnishings, equipment, etc., and all public spaces, 

and dividing this total by the nunfcer of rooms. 

Let us take an example of a cost per cubic and square goot 

p 
breakdown for a class MSW, good resort. (Corresponds to our 



class WCM resort.) 

Exterior walls — brick or stone veneer 

Interior finish — good paneling, carpeted rooms 

Lighting, plumbing, and mechanical — excellent 

Heat — hot water 

Cost — $1«40 per cubic foot and $13-97 per square foot# 

The area as roughly estimated for the proposed lodge will be 

approximately 24,000 square feet. If we used a square foot 

cost of $14#00 we would have 14 x 24,000 m $336,000 building. 

This breakdown is from an American book and there would be a 

difference in Canadian prices. "Mr. J. H. Cook, a prominent 

architect in Calgary, estimated a building of this proposal 

to run about $20 per square foot if we were not includir^ 

furnishings, built-ins, etc#, but just the construction costs 

This would then be 20 x 24,000 or $430,000 just for the lodge 

part of the proposal#1*^ The separate living units would be 

added to this cost. 

. * * . . s » • • • . » * • » 



Thexe are two ways in which this building could be financed 

in the next few years* The first is by the Pigeon Mountain 

Recreation Development Limited; they would use necessary 

capital to begin construction from their profit of present 

facilities along with the sale of shares, A bank loan could 

be used to pay what further expenses there might be. The 

Federal Government might loan the development the needed money 

in conjunction with the r72 Olympic Bid Construction Program, 

If not the Federal Government, the Provincial Government might 

be helpful. The other way the lodge might be financed is 

through speculators sharing in the cost and securing profits 

from the yearly income of the completed enterprise. This last 

method seems the most feasible at the present time. 

Finally when considering economics we should mention hospit

ality, With Jack Bright as General Manager I am sure Pigeon 

Mountain could offer the hospitality the area is famous for# 

We know that it is the friendly manner, the willingness to 

work long hours to satisfy the needs of each customer that makes 

the running of a hotel a success, wIt has been found that 40 
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per cent of vacationers return to the place they visited last 

year, and 25 per cent of vacationers visit places recommended 

by friends, the solid values of the personal touch becomes of 

striking economic importance 

REFERENCES: 
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P. 0. Box 275 
Canmore, Alberta 
September 10, 1963 

Mr. Art Finlayson, 
1928 - 10a Street 
Calgary, Alberta 

Dear Art: 

Please excuse my tardiness in replying, I have been out of 
the area almost constantly in the last few weeks* Things have 
been real hectic around Pigeon getting the snow making machines 
in operation, we should have it completed by November 10th« 

Everybody was impressed with the sketch of the proposed 
Pigeon Lodge, quite unique and suits the ski area to a tee. 

We have completed the clearing of timber on the new park
ing lot (35 feet inside of the Calgary power line). Monday we 
plan to start leveling, from there we are going ahead with two 
new ski runs for completion spring 1964* I will send you details 
after I have scouted out the area* I am really enthused with 
what you are doing and if there is anything you require don*t 
hesitate to ask. 

I will close for new and will look forward to hearing from 
you real soon# 

Best regards, 

Signed 

Jack Bright, Gen, Mgr. 

copy/a.j.f* 
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Bcoc #7, Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 
January 23, 1964 

£& «V. IV.* 

Mr. Winston McCrea 
Dept. 1^6 Sun Valley, 
Idaho 

r 4 

Dear Mr* McCrea: 

I am a senior architectural student at Montana State College pre
paring ray thesis on the development of ski lodge for Pigeon Mountain, 
just outside Banff, Alberta, Canada, 

One of the hardest things we run into in gathering our report is 
getting information on good planning and designing* It seems that 
the people in the positions who could help just donft have time to 
jot down some notes or draw a small diagram* I would like to pre
vail upon you to do just this and send me your flow pattern and any 
outstanding design features your ski lodge incorporates* If you 
are unable to do this for me could you send me the architects1 name 
and address? 

Thank you for your time and cooperation in helping me design a better 
lodge for the ever increasing sport of skiing* If you wish a copy 
of my completed design I will be pleased to send you one. 

Yours very truly, 

Arthur J* Finlay son 

Copy 



Box #7 Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 
January 23, 1964 

General Manager 
Rustler Lodge 
Alta via Sandy-
Utah 

Dear Sir: 

I am a senior architectural Student at Montana State College pre
paring my thesis on the development or ski lodge for Pigeon Mountain 
just outside Banff, Alberta, Canada. 

One of the hardest things we run into in gathering our report is 
getting information on good planning and designing* It seems that 
the people in the positions vdio could help just don't have time to 
jot down some notes or draw a small diagram, I would like to pre
vail upon you to do just this and send me your flew pattern and 
any outstanding design features your ski lodge incorporates# If 
you wish a copy of my completed design I will be pleased to send 
you one. 

Thank you for your time and cooperation in helping me design a 
better lodge for the ever increasing sport of skiing. If you are 
unable to do this for me could you send me the architects1 name 
and address? 

Yours very truly, 

Arthur J. Finlay son 

copy 



Pigeon Mountain 
Recreations Limited 
Box 275, Canmore, Alberta 
January 23, 1964 

Mr, Art Finlayson 
Box #7, Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 

Dear Art: 

Sorry for t he delay on this information but, as you probably 
realize, we have been extremely busy# We've really got Pigeon 
going in the last couple of weeks* We have about 4 ft* base and 
the weekend crowds have been fantastic. Our only problem now is 
enough lift capacity to cope with the great demand so, by the looks 
of things, we will have another lift up next Winter, 

The information you asked for is outlined in detail below* 

SNOWFALL DATA; 

An average of 90 inches per season as compiled by the Dominion 
Experimental Station in Kananaskis, and also by the Canmore Ranger 
Station# (I don't know where it is thougi - I've been able to count 
the flakes lately*) 

SNOW MAKING EQUIPMENT: 

Pigeon Mountain has the largest snow making system in Canada. The 
system is comprised of 12 Stratojet Snow Guns capable and guaranteed 
to produce 8,400 cu. ft. of snow per hour, which is equivalent to a 
2-inch natural snowfall over the entire ski area. (This is true — 
I am more impressed with it every day.) 

The system is driven by a 100 HP centrifugal two-stage pump located 
at Pigeon Creek, 1,500 feet from the parking lot. The pump is cap
able of delivering 200 gallons per minute through a 4-inch pipeline 
5,000 ft« in length, with a vertical rise of 960 feet with a head 
pressure of 100 P.S.I, at the summit. 



Art Finlayson — 2 — January 23, 1964 

SNOW MAKING EQUIPMENT - Cont'd 

We have a Booster Pump located 1,800 feet up from the parking lot 
which maintains this pressure* Behind the control building and 
garage, we have located three 600 cu. ft. compressors which deliver 
the air required for an operation of this nature# 

Next year we plan to expand our snow making equipment to make snow 
on the new trail* 

CAPACITY ON LIFT AND INFORMATION; 

We have tv*> high-speed pomalifts, one a B-20 - 1,500 ft. with a 
vertical rise of 300 feet and a capacity of 900 skiers per hour* 
The other, a T-100 Poma 3,600 feet in length, with a vertical rise 
of 630 feet, and a capacity of 1,200 skiers per hour. 

WIND VELOCITY IN AREA: 

I do not have at the moment technical data on Wind Velocity in the 
area. However, in the past two seasons, since Ifve been at Pigeon, 
we have experienced little or no wind at the actual ski area. This 
does not hold true on the highway. I've seen times when you could 
not drive your car over 40 miles an hour* If you do require actual 
records, please let me know and I will obtain this for you. 

PICTURES OF AREA: 

I am enclosing some pictures of the area* It is difficult to say if 
they are any good to you but, if you are coming up in the Spring, we 
can get together with a photographer and take exactly what you need 
for your thesis. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS: 

As yet, as I mentioned, we have not had a chance to get any new 
aerial photographs. One of the reasons for the delay is that the 
new trail being cleared at the moment has not been completed* I 
will try to get the new photos as soon as possible# 



Art Finlayson - 3 - January 13, 1964 

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS: 

I will be forwarding a topographical map to you the next time I am 
in Calgary, which will be early next week# 

PRESENT LODGE FACILITIES: 

At present, there are no lodge facilities in the area, except for the 
Day Lodge at Pigeon Mountain* There is motel accommodation on the 
highway, approximately a mile from the area, capable of accommodating 
about seventy# However, my interpretation of staying at a motel for 
a week of skiing certainly has its disadvantages# I feel the areas 
in general lack ski lodges at the base of the ski areas in this local, 
where a person could come from any part of North America and not have 
to drive his car to and from the ski area, or have the inconvenience 
of having to take a bus or relying on someone else to drive him around#, 

As you probably realize yourself, in this day when skiing is so popu
lar and travel is so easy and inexpensive, the average wage-earner can 
go places where he has never dreamed of in earlier times and accom
modations must include social activity as well as good skiing, which 
is not feasible in motels* 

You mentioned earlier that youfd like information on the history 
of Pigeon Mountain Ski Area from the time the Corporation started 
thinking of the development# I think the best thing that I could 
provide you with in this respect is the Feasibility Study of the 
Intentions of the Development which was presented to the Bank back 
in 1961# I will be going to Calgary early next week and will ask 
our President for a copy and if it is okay vdth them, I vdll forward 
this on to you# 

If there is any further information you require, please do not 
hesitate to let us know. 

Looking forward to seeing you on or around the 10th of February, 

Good Luck and best regards, 

Yours in skiing, 

Signed# 

Jack Bright 

Copy/a#j#f# 



Winston McCrea - Manager 
Sun Valley Operations 
January 25th, 1964 

Mr. Arthur J. Finlayson 
Box #7 Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana. 

Dear Mr* Finlayson: 

I am pleased to enclose some of our literature also a 

History of Sun Valley that may prove helpful in writing your thesis. 

However, I am unable to furnish you with any drawings and designs 

of our resort. Sun Valley is owned and operated by the Union 

Pacific Railroad Company and the original plans and drawings are 

on file in the offices at 1416 Dodge Street, Omaha, Nebraska* 

Mr. J. A. Bunjer is Chief Engineer of the Railroad and perhaps if 

you contact him, he may be able to assist you in some way. 

Very truly yours, 

Signed 

Winston McCrea 

End. 

Copy/a.j.f. 



Box #7 Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 
January 30, 1964 

Mr. Jack Bright 
General Manager 
Box 275* Canmore 
Alberta, Canada 

Dear Jack: 

Thank you so much for all the information# The pictures are just 
the ticket and I am having them printed to the 8£xll report size, 
so will bring yours back to you on the 9th* I have quite a lot of 
the report written now and will have you proof read it so there 
won't be any discrepancies* The data you sent worked in real well 
within the report. There are a couple of specific pictures I want 
to get when I am up to see you, but I can take them so you won't 
have to bring in a photographer# The aerial photographs will have 
to be taken before this Spring if we want them in the report, be
cause I have to hand it in on the 15th of March* 

I am making two complete reports, one for the architectural depart
ment, and one for you. The department requires one to remain in 
their files. 

I received a letter from Sun Valley yesterday. Mr. Winston McCrea, 
Manager there, sent the history of Sun Valley along with the 
regular literature of the area. He was unable to send me the flow 
diagrams of the lodge but gave me the name and address of the 
architect. 

Will see you on the morning of the 9th. I will drive on up to the 
lodge and meet you there, OK. The shots I would especially like 
to get are: 

1. an interior shot with the lodge real crowded. 
2. an exterior shot with the lodge area crowded. 
3# a spectacular shot of Windy Mountain. 
4* a shot of the new cyttings of the new trail. 
5. a shot of the proposed site* 

The pictures of the snow making machine are just perfect. I am 
going to use the one (the nozzle), as a fly leaf page. Jack, do 
you have a photograph of yourself jumping like the one on your 
new folder? I would like to use that as a fly leaf page, too* 



So glad to hear Pigeon is going so well and hope the crowds keep 
coming, especially when I am there on the 9th* 

Was disappointed that Canada didn't get the Winter Olympics for 
f68 as I guess you were too. Maybe '721 

Thank you again, Jack, for all the work you went to for me, I 
know how busy you must be now that the ski conditions are so good. 
Say hi to Ann for me* 

Yours in Skiing, 

Arthur J, Finlayson 

Copy* 



Box #7 Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 
February 2, 1964 

Mr* J, H. Cook 
802-l6th Avenue S. W. 
Calgary, Alberta 

Dear Mr* Cook: 

Was sorry to have missed you last time I was in Calgary but know 
how busy you are, and will remember to get a hold of you on the 
phone first next time. 

Glad to see everything is going so well at the office with the 
new jobs at Medicine Hat and all# Am still anxious to find out 
how the Ester hazy job comes out. 

I would like to stop in next weekend again and see if there is 
any information on ski lodges. I am in the depths of my thesis 
report and remember your Rogers Pass Summit Proposal. Also I 
would like to look again at the Esterhazy report because it was 
almost a thesis report in itself. 

Hope to see you on the afternoon of the 7th or morning of the 10th. 

Say hi to Joyce, Curt, Wren, Nish (sp.), Jim, and Sash for me. 
Will bring Wren a can of tabacco. 

I was disappointed to hear Banff didnft get the Winter Olympics for 
*68 but maybe we can get in on the building if Banff gets them for 
f72. 

Yours truly, 

Arthur J. Finlayson 

Copy. 



Box #7, Langford Hall 
Boseman, Montana 
February 20, 1964 

Mr# J. H* Cook 
802 - 16th Avenue S * W« 
Calgary, Alberta 

Dear Mr, Cook: 

Missed you again! I was in the office on the 10th and was able to 
pick up some information for my thesis report which is coming along 
quite well now* I have one more section to write (economic consid
erations) and wondered if you could give me an estimate on hew much 
a ski lodge for that area would run per square foot? I know you 
are familiar with the Pigeon Mountain area and would also appreci
ate any advice or tips that you could offer* The lodge will be 
designed for approximately 200 overnight guests and will provide 
bar, dining, entertainment, nursery, ski & pro shop« A small 
apartment for the manager will bedesigned off the lobby• An A-
frame or slight derivation will be used so open beam wood constuc-
tion will be the first consideration. On this basis could you 
give me a rough idea of what the square foot cost would be. 

During the time I was home I met with Jack Bright, and he said they 
were operating at full capacity, so things look very good for them 
this year, even though the snow conditions have been extremely 
poor in the Banff area. I am giving Jack and the Pigeon Mountain 
Development a copy of my thesis along with the model and drawings 
I will do next quarter# 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. Say hello 
to everyone for me, and I will stop in again at the end of March. 

Yours truly, 

Copy 

Arthur J* Finlayson 



Mr. Arthur J, Finlayson 
Box #7 Langford Hall 
Bozeman, Montana 

Dear Mr, Finlayson: 

Thank you for your letter inquiring about information as far as 
a ski lodge is concerned* Here are some very hasty points but, 
perhaps, that would be of some use to you* However, let me say 
that the most important point in designing a ski lodge are the 
general points that would be applied to any type of resort. Let 
me give you these under two heading*: 

First - those that would apply t o any small type hotel operation. 
Remember that adequate space is required for storage, kitchen and 
general administrative offices and this is usually in excess of 
the space required for specific rooms (this, of course, is not 
including bedrooms, etc.). This point is nearly always overlooked 
and not actual footage, which I would recommend a ratio of three 
to two. A kitchen area also should be as large as the dining 
room and you almost cannot have enough storage space. 

Second - specific requirements for a ski lodge would be covered 
by easy access to the slopes directly from most of the rooms in 
addition to the normal entrance or entrances to the lodge. 

As far as this particular lodge is concerned, we do not have any 
particular design features since this was built some fourteen 
years ago, extremely badly built, and with little or no thought 
for the administrative and restaurant problems involved in a 
small chalet. 

Hoping these scratchy thoughts may be of some assistance to you 
in your thesis* 

Sincerely yours, 

Signed 

Hustler Lodge 
Alta via Sandy, Utah 
January 28, 1964 

Frank T. Menendez 
Manager and Chef Copy/a.j.f. 



Calgary, Alberta, 
February 24, 19#+ 

Mr. Arthur J, Finlayson, 
Box #7 L angford Hall, 
Bozeman, Montana• U, S. A* 

Dear Art: 

I am sorry I missed you on your recent trip to Calgary, I will attempt to 
answer your queries as to costs, etc. for a proposed lodge in the mountain 
districts# 

It is difficult to know just how exact you wish your thesis to be. To comply 
to all necessary regulations which would be required by the municipal 
authorities having jurisdiction in Alberta * first of all, your building would 
ne classed under- Group "C" of the National Building Code and if it exceeds 
6,000 square feet in plan area and three storeys, it would have to be built 
with fire resistive construction. This would automatically eliminate the use 
of wood, A building having 200 guest rooms and the pertinent facilities 
listed in your letter would be of an area too large to build in wood. How
ever, if it is your intention to build small inits separately constructed, 
not being more than one storey in height and not exceeding 10,000 square feet 
for any unit, then wood construdtion would be permissable. 

As to costs, these are as you realize directly related to what they cover; 
if your estimate is to cover furnishings, kitchen equipment, bars, built-ins, 
etc,, and if the building is to be fully air-conditioned and if your building 
is to include all your fees, survey, soil tests, etc. you should use a price 
not less than $30.00 per square foot. If you are not including for the fur
nishings, built-ins, etc., and it is just to be construction cost, then a 
price of approximately $20,00 per square foot would do a good job. These 
costs do not take into consideration property costs. The rule of thumb here 
is that property costs sh uld not exceed 25 percent of the capital costs for 
construction and furnishings, 

I trust this is the information you require, and should you wish further 
information, please let me know. 

Yours very truly, 

Signed 

J.H, Cook 
JHC/jw 

Copy/a,j.f. 



Box 275» Canmore, Alta. 
March 6, 1964 

Mr. Art J. Finlayson, 
Box # 7» Langford Hall, 
Bozeman, Montana 

Dear Art: 

Sorry for the delay in writing as I was trying desparately to dig 
up the information you require. Unfortunately, I didn't have much luck and 
I'm sure you111 realize why after I explain the situation to you. 

In talking to the Natural Gas people, they claim it would take 
them about three months to give me an estimate on piping in gas from Canmore. 
Also, trying to find out the average temperature chart for this area is quite 
difficult because, as you know, we're dealing with the Government again and 
it takes them months to do anything. 

As far as the power goes for the lodge, it is difficult to est
imate because we pay a flat rate of $250.00 per month for the five winter 
months and $150.00 for the remainder of the Season, and this includes the 
operation of our ski lifts, which draw 170 HP, and our pump which draws 100 
HP, but I'm sure we can probably figure, the lodge being 4,000 Sq.Ft., 
would cost about $125 per month. 

In the present lodge we have a common septic tank, the size of it 
is governed by the amount of toilets and sinks we have in the lodge. If 
you require any further information on this, you can obtain it from the 
Plumbing Inspector, Government of the Province of Alberta in Edmonton. 

If we should decide to build this lodge, I am sure we would go 
public and sell shares or else go to a Hotel Chain. As far as charges for 
the Lodge, this is rather a rough estimate, but I would figure: 

Dormitory $ 2.00 
Family Room (4) $16.00 
Double Room $10.00 
Single Room $ 7«00 

Mr. Miller's address is - J.E. Miller, Field Service Inspector, 
Department of Municipal Affairs, Calgary, Alberta. 

Sorry I can't give you any more specific information on your 
requests, Art, but I'm sure you will realize that, in dealing with the 
Government, it is quite difficult to get things on the spur of the moment. 

I am most impressed with the insignia you have designed and I 
think next year we are going to incorporate it in a pin that we can sell in 
the Ski Shop. 



Mr. Art Finlaysori -2- March 6, 19&+ 

Today we have had a long-awaited 3-inch snowfall which has given 
us excellent skiing* Since you left we have been enjoying excellent crowds 
and I feel we'll be able to ski right into April* To ease the snow making, 
we have installed an all-steel pipeline replacing the Aluminum water line 
which has cut our problems in half and which has made snow making enjoyable 
rather than the frustrating job it was before* 

Sorry again, Art, that I can't give you more specific information* 
If there is anything else that you need, don't hesitate to let me know* 

Good Luck* 

Yours in skiing, 

Jack Bright 

P*S« In the history of Pigeon Mountain Ski Area, please include John 
Fiell's name with Ed MichaUd's* I found out after sending you this infor
mation, that he was also one of the initial instigators* Actually, John 
Fiell was the one who first saw the area while Ed was on a trip to the East* 
He called Ed in Montreal and asked him to take a close check of the ski area 
operations in the ^ast and this was how it initially started* 
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